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By Tyler Durden

(Extract from his article: Global COVID-19 Lockdown)

“I am based in the UK. So much of this discussion relates to the decisions of the British State,
but this is a global policy agenda and similar policies are found across the developed world.
Effectively a small group of policy decision makers have placed an estimated 3.5 billion
people
under house arrest.
It is only possible for them to do so with our consent. Consent is carefully cultivated by
controlling the information we are given
………….
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“This kind of debt-based economy was never sustainable and global financiers have known it
for years
.

What the globalists needed was a reason to reset the economy without losing power. Perhaps it
is another coincidence that the C19 lockdown regime just happens to deliver both the
mechanism and the excuse to press that global reset button. That it also ushers in all the
globalist’s desires is just another in a very long line of remarkable coincidences.

Now that global terrorism is no longer a daily threat and global warming has been put on
the back burner, the new normal of the ever shifting threat from pandemic seems to be
the novel
war on terror. Training, funding and
equipping terrorist groups
has served the State well in the first two decades of the 21st century but now it is ready
to move on to the next phase by exploiting a terror closer to the heart of every home.
Disease.

In their totality, for those willing to look, it is transparent that these response measures have
coalesced to create the framework for a totalitarian dictatorship. One rolling out at pace in the
UK. Similar draconian diktats have sprung up across the globe.

A coordinated global effort like this doesn’t just happen. It takes years of training and
planning
. The
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only people who can’t see it are those who, for whatever reason, choose not to.”

(Tyler Durden- Authored by Iain Davis via Off-Guardian.org.)
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